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ABSTRACT 

Workload and complexity measures are, as of today, often imprecise and subjective. 
Currently, two commonly used workload and complexity measuring formulas are Monitor 
Alert Parameter and the “Bars”, both using the same measurement variables; amount of 
aircraft and time. 

This study creates formulas for quantifying ATC complexity. The study is done in an 
approach environment and is developed and tested on Stockholm TMA by the creation of 20 
traffic scenarios. Ten air traffic controllers working in Stockholm TMA studied the 
complexity of the scenarios individually and ranked the scenarios in reference to each other. 
Five controllers evaluated scenario A1-A10. These scenarios were used as references when 
creating the formulas. The other half of the scenarios, B1-B10, ranked by another five 
controllers, was used as validation scenarios. 

Factors relevant to an approach environment were identified, and the data from the scenarios 
were extracted according to the identified factors. Moreover, a regression analysis was made 
with the ambition to reveal appropriate weights for each variable. At the first regression, 
called formula #1, some parameter values were identical. Also, some parameter weights 
became negative in the regression analysis. The basic requirements were not met and 
consequently, additional regressions were done; eventually forming formula #2. 

Formula #2 showed stable values and plausible parameter weights. When compared to a 
workload measuring model of today, formula #2 showed better performance. Despite the 
small amount of data samples, we were able to prove a genuine relation between three, of 
each other independent, variables and the traffic complexity.  
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Glossary 

 
Air Traffic Control Center 
(ATCC) 

 The European term for a facility where air traffic 
controllers handle the en route portion of a flight. 

En route  The segment of a flight from where the departure 
procedure ends to the starting point of an arrival 
procedure. 

Final approach  A segment of an instrument approach procedure 
where aircraft are aligned directly behind the 
threshold, typically 0-25NM from the active 
runway. 

Ground speed  The horizontal speed of the aircraft in relation to the 
ground. A value of the vector sum of the true 
airspeed (the aircraft in relation to the surrounding 
air mass), wind speed and direction. 

Knots (kts)  A unit of velocity equivalent to one mile per hour 
(NM/h), approximately 1.852 km/h. 

Null hypothesis (H0)  A general statement suggesting no correlation 
between two measured variables. 

R2  A number representing how well a database of 
observations corresponds to a formula. 

Traffic Management Unit 
(TMU) 

 A strategic unit that analyses upcoming traffic. The 
unit can be found in every ARTCC and is working 
to maintain an optimal flow across the United 
States. 

Variance Inflation Factor 
(VIF) 

 An indicator of collinearity. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will present the background, purpose and delimitations of this study. 
Furthermore, the chapter will present the problem statements, study disposition and literature 
study. 

1.1 Background 

This study processes how air traffic controllers perceive the work complexity in relation to the 
workload. It is interesting in a time when the aviation industry is expanding rapidly, and the 
air traffic capacity sometimes forms a flow bottleneck. The study results are interesting for 
further research in air traffic control, but also to Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSP’s). 
Potentially, the study could also be interesting in other fields of research as it deals with 
general topics, for instance workload. 

Workload and complexity in ATC are important factors when humans are involved. 
Unfortunately, workload, complexity and other measures are often imprecise and subjective. 
At the same time, the growing need of analysing and understanding both historical and 
projected air traffic events calls for automated tools calculating ATC complexity. 

The client for this study is Linköping University (LiU), which is one of Sweden’s largest 
universities. The University strives for a close dialogue with the industry and the community, 
and is constantly trying to find new ways to attack research problems. LiU’s goal is to apply 
the results in a practical manner which becomes particularly interesting in this study as the 
area is still under development. As one of a few universities related to air traffic control, LiU 
wants to be a leader in its research and development. 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to develop formulas quantifying workload and complexity of air 
traffic control. The result is expected to be one of the many tools in a real air traffic 
environment, to measure expected complexity and thereby e.g. balance staffing correctly. In 
terms of planning traffic flow, an objective assessment of workload and complexity is crucial 
in order to find an appropriate level of human responsibility. This is important as the current 
method of evaluating workload and complexity in air traffic can be seen as imprecise, 
subjective, or both. Due to an increased traffic amount, analysing and understanding both 
historical and upcoming data is necessary to predict complexity and workload.  

1.3 Delimitations 

To narrow the study down, it will only consider an approach environment. The approach 
environment can be considered as more dynamic than a tower and an area control 
environment (see subchapter 3.3). For this reason, traffic scenarios are only tested on air 
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traffic controllers working in an approach environment. Air traffic controllers in other 
segments will most likely define complex situations differently. Therefore, different 
backgrounds and lack of understanding in approach environments, make them inappropriate 
to participate in this study. 

Only surveillance control is addressed in the study, thus not procedure. A procedural 
environment has an entirely different spectrum of complexity. Furthermore, the main amount 
of traffic is handled in surveillance environment, and therefore it has a greater application 
value. 

The models do not consider any weather phenomena. Weather has many dimensions in itself, 
and the complexity is very difficult to quantify because the position of the weather often has a 
greater impact than its intensity. Each airspace has a unique design, and the weather position 
has thus always a unique consequence. 

1.4 Clarification of problem formulation 

The study will answer the following questions. 

 What is a complexity factor in an air traffic control environment? 

 What factors affect the complexity and workload the most in an approach sector?  

 Is it possible to create a formula to measure a traffic image’s complexity? 

 How well do the created formula correspond to the air traffic controllers’ view and the 
workload measurement of today? 

1.5 Literature study 

This subchapter presents the main findings revealed by the literature study. 

1.5.1 Workload and complexity 

Workload is often described as a synonym to complexity; however, there is an apparent 
difference between them. Furthermore, there are ambiguities regarding how to define 
complexity in an ATC environment. Grossberg (1989) has made a clear distinction between 
the properties and the impact it has on the controller. He argues that there is both a dynamic 
and a static dimension that affects the rate at which the controller’s workload changes. 

According to Christien (2003), workload and complexity are linked together since the 
complexity, in most cases, causes the air traffic controller’s workload to increase. One should 
treat workload and complexity as dependent of each other because of their strong connection. 
Another significant factor regarding how a particular traffic image is evaluated and perceived 
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is how the sector is designed and its limitations (Arad, 1963). Subsequent references to 
workload and complexity in the study will differ in meaning. 

1.5.2 Complexity factors by different researchers 

There is almost a limitless amount of factors that influence ATC complexity. Although many 
researchers refer to the same factors, they often have different approaches and thus, the 
outcomes may differ a lot. Table 1 below lists a summary of different factor groups of 
variables identified by various researchers (for a full factor list, see appendix A). However, 
most researchers have adapted their models exclusively to area control, which means that 
many of their identified complexity variables need to be altered to become suitable for an 
approach environment. 

Table 1. Summary of complexity variables. 
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Communication with other ATCOs       

Conflict by distance       

Conflict by time-to-go       

Emergency operations       

Flights entering or exiting sector       

Frequency congestion       

Heading change       

Horizontal distance between aircraft       

Level changes       

Level flights       

Mean aircraft separation       

Mean distance travelled       

Mean flight time       

Mental factors       

Mix of aircraft performances       

Pilot requests       

Pilot’s knowledge       

Preventing conflicts       

Proximity of sector boundary       

Sector design       

Speed differences       
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Traffic density       

Unusual events       

Vertical profile       

Vertical separation       
 

1.5.3 Different approaches of complexity factors 

Arad (1963) mainly examined the effects of various airspace designs, but he also created a 
measure to calculate the ATCO workload. His study showed that the workload depends on the 
placing of the horizontal airspace borders. Sectors with borders following the main traffic 
flow were considered favourable. 

During the seventies, Schmidt (1976) developed a model estimating workload by calculating 
time to various events, depending on different decisions made by the controller. Schmidt 
states that it is difficult to calculate how many times the air traffic controller makes a decision. 
He found that the most important and demanding decisions were made when preventing 
crossing and overtake conflicts. 

An investigation of different aircraft profiles and how aircraft entered and left a sector was 
made by Majumdar et al. (2000). The researchers had a large input database from various 
European sectors. However, the outcomes varied between different sectors, which led to the 
conclusion that each sector has unique factors. In addition, the study concluded that a 
weighted multiple regression analysis could be necessary to obtain more consistent results. 

Chatterji et al. (2001) approached the problem of estimating workload with a new perspective. 
They used a neural network with test data to teach the network the traffic patterns. Additional 
data was used to check if the network could identify new patterns correctly. Not unlike 
Schmidt (1976), the researchers used conflict variables based on time. Chatterji et al. (2001) 
attempted to compare different relations between aircraft (see appendix A). The outcome was 
very accurate for scenarios classified with a low workload. However, the network started 
showing a deteriorating ability to judge correctly as the workload increased. 

Koros, et al. (2003) concluded, like most researchers in this literature review (Arad, 1963; 
Majumdar et al., 2000; Chatterji et al., 2001), that the amount of traffic strongly affects the 
controller’s workload. Nevertheless, their study examined unusual variables such as 
unexpected events and pilot’s language skills with focus on tower and approach environments 
as well. 
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2 METHOD 

This chapter will present the methods used in the identification process of complexity factors 
and the development of ATC scenarios. 

2.1 Literature study process 

The study began by reviewing scientific articles, to find related studies previously made by 
other researchers. The literature review revealed the current workload and complexity 
measuring methods; both implemented and development-staged models, which are presented 
in chapter four. Furthermore, modifications of the variables from previous studies, presented 
in subchapter 1.5, were developed and used to create two complexity measuring models, see 
subchapter 5.1. 

2.2 Scenarios 

This subchapter explains how the scenarios were developed and presented. 

2.2.1 Development of scenarios  

20 traffic scenarios have been developed using the ATC simulator BEST RADAR from Micro 
Nav Limited (1988-) at ATCC Malmö. Air traffic controllers from Stockholm TMA have 
used this simulator for training purposes, and all the movements of the exercises have been 
recorded. By using realistic and lifelike simulations, in combination with the use of 
controllers from these sectors, the flows and scenarios are represented correctly. Due to 
technical reasons, simulator recordings could not leave the simulator for further processing; 
however, this was solved by the use of a video camera filming the screen that played the 
recordings. 

The airspace used for the scenarios is sector East in Stockholm TMA, with a particular 
combination of runways in use. The airspace, which is an arrival sector, was drawn from the 
digital recordings, using the image-editing software Photoshop (Adobe Systems Inc., 1988-). 
Moreover, a snapshot was selected from the recordings. The snapshot, referred to as a 
scenario, was copied and adjusted by adding, removing or relocating traffic, or adding unusual 
events, to represent the various identified complexity variables in section 1.5.2. 

2.2.2 Presentation of scenarios and credibility of scenarios 

Each scenario was printed on an A4 sheet (see appendix B), some with a situation description 
(if it is not obvious what is happening in the scenario). Ten air traffic controllers studied the 
complexity of the scenarios individually; ATCO1-ATCO5 evaluated scenario A1-A10 and 
ATCO6-ATCO10 evaluated scenario B1-B10. To minimize the risk of individual and 
subjective rating scales, the air traffic controllers ranked the scenarios in reference to each 
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other, and thus, the complexity of a single scenario was not quantified. The result of the air 
traffic controllers’ scenario ranking is presented in section 5.2.1. 

The air traffic controllers used for the study are approach controllers working in Stockholm 
TMA. Therefore, no capacity waste should go to understanding the airspace, and the 
complexity will represent the events only. 

2.2.3 Interviews 

The interviews are classified as both qualitative and quantitative. The quantitative part was 
based on simple answers provided to simple questions that were represented when the 
scenarios were presented to the air traffic controllers, and they graded them against each 
other. However, the interviews also included a qualitative nature which, according to Trost 
(2010), means that simple questions are asked, to which complex answers are obtained. The 
air traffic controllers were asked to think aloud and motivate their ranking. Since each 
scenario contains many different complexity events, the idea of which elements (mainly) 
makes a scenario more complex than another, is obtained by using a qualitative interview, and 
is presented in section 5.2.2. 

The interviews were done corresponding to Trost’s (2010) theory of open questions. This 
emphasizes the importance of not leading the interviewee to any answers, but to ask open 
questions and ensure that the atmosphere is relaxed. Furthermore, the structure adheres to 
Trost’s (2010) methodology which is partly based on Kvale’s (1996) following seven stages. 

1. The thematization phase includes identifying problem areas, without emphasizing how 
the interview will be conducted. 

2. The design phase is about looking at the interview in relation to the study and planning 
the meeting in detail. 

3. The interviewing phase involves the execution of the interview where the interviewer 
is responsible for taking his or her relationship with the interviewee to account, but 
also taking advantage of the relationship to bring the interview forward. 

4. The phase to transfer the collected data to processable forms involves the interviewer 
to save the interview in a format that allows further analysis. 

5. The processing and analysis phase includes the work of the collected data towards its 
purpose. 

6. The results phase consists of questioning the credibility of the questions and answers. 
This step ensures that given substrate is sufficient, and if not, begin to plan a 
supplementary interview. 

7. The reporting phase involves the actual writing in which the author writes based on 
the target audience. 
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2.3 Creating and comparing formulas 

In order to conduct formulas and extract (quantify) the scenarios, measurable variables were 
created. With the interview results, a clear difference was found between variables useful in 
an En route environment and approach environment. 

The development of the formulas began by extracting data from the scenarios based on the 
identified and the modified factors. Thus, coefficients were added for each factor and each 
scenario, containing the amount of each variable. A table was made where the content in each 
scenario was quantified and summarized. The table can be found in appendix C. 

Furthermore, one half of the scenarios, A1-A10, was used as test scenarios. This means that 
the weights of the variables were calibrated according to the amount of each independent 
variable in relation to the complexity ranking made by the air traffic controllers. 

The variable calibration was done by a multiple linear regression analysis, described by Sykes 
(1993) and Freund et al. (2006). A multiple linear regression means that several correlated 
dependent variables are predicted. The linear regression for this study uses data (observations) 
which is modelled by linear predictor functions, and the unknown parameters are calculated 
from the observations. 

The statistical analysis software SPSS Statistics by IBM (2009-) made the calculations. 
Moreover, residuals were found using Cook’s distance, found in Bollen et al. (1990). To 
measure the parameters’ reliability, a Pearson’s R correlation matrix was made (Freund et al., 
2006). The matrix indicates how well the parameters are related. 

The other half of the scenarios, B1-B10, was used as validation scenarios. In other words, the 
derived weights were applied to scenarios B1-B10. Further formula reliability validation; a 
comparison, based on an average score for each scenario, was made with air traffic 
controller's rankings. This was done for all tested formulas; data previously never evaluated. 

Moreover, the performances of the suggested formula were compared to the Swedish method 
of measuring workload (see Table 11, Table 12 and Table 13). Their ranking outputs were 
evaluated by three different criteria: exact match, standard deviation value 1 and standard 
deviation value 2. Since there are 10 scenarios, an exact match gives a score of 10 
percentages. If any scenario, in the two compared formulas, that has n possible ranking 
positions due equal ranking score finds a match, its value becomes a percentage of 10/n. 
Scenarios with multiple possible ranking positions were given the chance of a full ten 
percentage points if the scenario can be matched against the air traffic controllers ranking, 
regardless of the possible position the formula provides.  

If the air traffic controllers’ rankings cause two or more scenarios to share ranking position, it 
is sufficient that each formula match any of the possible positions. Therefore, the system 
benefits the formulas. 
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3 ATC STRUCTURE 

This chapter explains the three different types of airspaces; control zone, terminal 
manoeuvring area and control area, see Figure 1 below. Furthermore, the airspace used for 
this study, Stockholm TMA, is described. 

 
Figure 1. The relation between the controlled airspace in a CTR, TMA and CTA. The CTA usually 
covers large areas, often whole countries. The TMA connects the aerodrome with the CTA. Thus, it 
handles traffic to and from one or more aerodromes. Controlled aerodromes are surrounded by a CTR 
airspace. 

3.1 Control Zone (CTR) 

Tower controllers are the ATCOs working in a control zone. Landing aircraft will be 
delivered to the tower controller in the aircraft’s final segment, which means that the aircraft 
usually do not need any additional instructions. However, the aircraft needs permission to 
land and, if necessary; speed control to maintain separation to preceding and trailing traffic. 
During departure, the tower controller gives a take-off clearance, and the aircraft climbs to the 
altitude and fly on the heading agreed by the tower controller and the approach controller. 
(ICAO, 2007) 

3.2 Control area (CTA)  

Area controllers separate traffic in the Control Area (CTA), also known as En Route, during 
the flights’ intermediate segment. Aircraft in this airspace are mainly flying between fictional 
waypoints whose positions are pre-defined by coordinates and published in the airspace 
description; the so-called AIP. The aircraft will, unless other instructions are given, fly 
according their flight plan, where their flight paths are defined in advance by a combination of 
waypoints. Traffic can be instructed to turn; however, these aircraft often fly at very high 
altitudes where the air is thin and it is inefficient to make wide turns. It is thus necessary to 
detect potential conflicts at a very early stage, and solve them by changing altitude or by very 
small, but early, heading changes. (ICAO, 2007) 
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3.3 Terminal Manoeuvring Area (TMA) 

An approach controller is the ATCO responsible for departing traffic from one or more 
aerodromes (ICAO, 2007) in a Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA), also known as approach. 
According to Erzberger et al. (1972), however; the approach controller is best known for the 
responsibility to separate and sequence the incoming traffic. Sequencing arriving traffic is 
considered to be one of the most complex tasks in air traffic control. This is seen particularly 
in terminal maneuvering areas surrounding major airports (ICAO, 2007), since many 
instructions (both vertical and horizontal guidance) shall be given to each aircraft. (Erzberger 
et al., 1972) 

The speed of the arriving aircraft must often be gradually reduced to a third or fourth of its 
incoming speed as the airplane approaches the airport, which also means that the traffic 
becomes progressively compact. Large distances between aircraft far away from the 
aerodrome become very small as the traffic approaches. Unlike in the ACC sector, aircraft in 
the TMA are usually flying on the magnetic heading they receive from the controller. This 
means that the approach controller generally does not allow the pilot to navigate himself, and 
everything is controlled by the approach controller. (Erzberger et al., 1972) 

In many parts of the world and for large airports, aircraft taking off and landing within a TMA 
fly according to the standardised procedures published; Standard Instrument Departure (SID) 
and Standard Instrument Arrival (STAR). SIDs are providing horizontal guidance to aircraft 
from their take off and on into on their flight planned route, whilst STARs’ published routes 
end at a specified waypoint in the airspace. This means that vectoring is necessary after this 
end point. However, landing traffic is usually broken off from their route prior to the end 
point of the STAR, which means even earlier vectoring, due to sequencing of arriving aircraft 
or giving aircraft shortcuts. 

Controlling arriving traffic includes many transmissions on the frequency and quick decisions. 
It also involves many intersections and altitude switches between departing and arriving 
traffic (Erzberger et al., 1972). This means an additional dimension of air traffic control which 
is very complex, and also the reason the scenarios for this study were done in an approach 
environment. 

The approach environment can be considered as more dynamic than the tower and ACC 
environment because many aircraft are gathered in a limited area near the aerodrome and, in 
particular for large airports, this becomes very complex. Traffic patterns can be unique and as 
a large quantity of the traffic is being vectored, the controller has an additional aspect of 
responsibility. Vectored traffic do not return to their flight planned route until the controller 
terminates the vectoring, which also means that the entire traffic image is controlled and 
loaded in the air traffic controller’s head.  
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3.3.1 Stockholm TMA 

The area used for verifying the complexity models in this study is Stockholm TMA, which is 
also the largest TMA in Sweden, geographically and by the amount of traffic. Stockholm 
TMA includes three controlled aerodromes; Stockholm Arlanda, Stockholm Bromma and 
Uppsala Ärna. Apart from the control zones of the airport towers, the vertical limits of 
Stockholm TMA are defined as from ground and up to flight level 195, corresponding to 
19.500 feet. 
 
For the presented scenarios, the following runways are in use: 

 Stockholm Arlanda: runway 19L for departure and runway 26 for arrival 

 Stockholm Bromma: runway 30 for departure and arrival 

 Uppsala Ärna: inactive aerodrome 

The control unit for Stockholm TMA is placed at ATCC Stockholm. 

3.3.2 Gul and Blå 

Only occasionally at night (during very 
low workload), Stockholm TMA is 
merged into one sector (see Figure 2 to 
the right). Most often, the TMA is 
divided into two (see Figure 3) or three 
(see Figure 4) sectors. The traffic volume 
controls the sector division, and the 
sector layout is different depending on 
the runway configuration at the 
surrounding aerodromes. Furthermore, 
the divided sectors are controlled by two 
groups of controllers; Gul and Blå. In 
general, group Gul handles arrivals to 
Arlanda and group Blå handles 
departures from Stockholm Arlanda and 
both departures and arrivals to 
Stockholm Bromma. 

Belonging to a group is definitive, and a 
group change for a controller would 
mean months of training with an 
instructor before getting a license to work 
independently in the group. The groups, 
however, have a close collaboration and, 

Figure 2. Undivided Stockholm TMA. The TMA is 
highlighted in light grey and has vertical limits of 
ground up to FL195. The CTRs are marked by a black, 
dotted line; Arlanda CTR with two runways (the white 
one for arrivals and the yellow one for departures) and 
Bromma CTR below Arlanda, with only one runway. 
The light grey lines are dividing the TMA into smaller 
polygons representing vertical divisions of sectors or 
controlled airspace. The yellow-lined polygon in the 
middle is the municipality of Sigtuna with noise 
restrictions, meaning that vectoring into this area is 
prohibited. The yellow-lined triangle at the bottom 
part is a part of Östgöta TMA, permanently borrowed 
by Stockholm TMA, which means that they control the 
traffic in the area. 
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therefore, a common understanding is necessary to apprehend the different sector structure, 
threats and opportunities. For this reason, all air traffic controllers must work in the other 
sector with an instructor during one shift per month. 

In this study, the TMA is divided into two sectors and the arrival sector is used. The scenarios 
are based on the arrival sector, controlled by group Gul. Because of the small number of staff 
in the groups, the study has been based on responses from both group Gul and Blå to get 
enough volunteers, and thus make the results as accurate as possible.  

Figure 4. Stockholm TMA divided into three 
sectors. The controllers for the east sector (in 
yellow) are handling arrival traffic to Arlanda. 
The controllers for the west sector (in blue) are 
handling departures from Arlanda. The traffic 
to and from Bromma is handled by the south 
sector (in green). The striped yellow and green 
area is separated vertically at FL65; the upper 
part belongs to the east sector, and the lower to 
the south. The striped green and blue area is 
separated vertically at 3.500 feet, 4.500 feet 
and FL65; the upper part belongs to the west 
sector, and the lower to the south. 

Figure 3. Stockholm TMA divided into two 
sectors. The controllers for the east sector (in 
yellow) are handling arrival traffic to Arlanda. 
The controllers for the west sector (in blue) are 
handling departures from Arlanda and traffic to 
and from Bromma. The striped yellow and blue 
area is separated vertically at FL65; the upper 
part belongs to the east sector, and the lower to 
the west. 
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4 WORKLOAD AND COMPLEXITY MEASURES 

Chapter four provides an overview of methods used to measure workload and complexity 
today. Furthermore, a model in its development stage called Dynamic Density is described 
where a different perspective is used when calculating the workload. 

4.1 Workload measurement today 

This subchapter describes the real-time measuring tools used today in the United States and 
Europe, specifically in Sweden. The tools are monitor alert parameter (MAP) and the Swedish 
“Bars”; both measuring sector workload. 

4.1.1 Monitor Alert Parameter (MAP) 

According to Wade, K.1, Staff Specialist at FAA’s Operations and Support Department, 
monitor alert parameter (MAP) is the most important real-time tool to adjust the workload in 
the United States. FAA (2009) describes it as a numerical trigger value of aircraft that is 
compared to a baseline value. The baseline indicates each sector’s capacity. The integer 
provides, in relation to the sector baseline, a notification to air traffic controllers and Traffic 
Management Units (TMU) about sectors and airports efficiency level at any given moment. 
MAP shows whether an area is strained or is able to handle even more traffic. (FAA, 2009) 

During the implementation of the system, the baseline values were based on historical data 
and the air traffic controllers’ experience. The staff is monitoring the expected amount of 
traffic, trying to keep a high, but safe level of traffic.1 

The average sector flight time is used to determine the MAP value. The value is calculated 
roughly by taking the average sector flight time multiplied with 5/3, see Table 2 below. The 
TMU that is responsible for a particular sector can adjust this value by +/- 3 depending on e.g. 
traffic patterns, staff availability and weather (FAA, 2009). This is, however, a subjective 
determination1. 

Table 2. MAP values in relation to average sector flight time. (FAA, 2009) 

Average Sector Flight Time (min) 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 or greater 
MAP Value 5 7 8 10 12 13 15 17 18 18 

 

MAP can generate yellow and red alerts. A yellow alert is displayed if the output value 
exceeds the baseline while all involved aircraft are not yet in the air. The controller will be 
notified about red alerts when all affected flights are already in the air. (FAA, 2009) Yellow 
alerts are not as critical as red because the aircraft can be kept on the ground to avoid an 
overdraft of current MAP baseline. In practice, however, the time interval never exceeds an 
hour into the future but is often based on 15-minute intervals. There are many uncertainties, 
                                                 
1 Wade, Keith; Staff Specialist for the Operations and Support Department, Miami, FL. Interview November 
18th, 2014. 
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such as weather (Mitchell et al., 2006), detours/shortcuts and sector limitations1, which 
hamper the estimation ability of where an aircraft is going to be at a particular time. 

4.1.2 Measurement for Stockholm TMA 

Staffing for Stockholm TMA is planned in advance. Historical data is used to predict seasonal 
variations that affect the traffic, such as climate and school holidays. On a daily basis, 
however; workload forecasts are measured by "Bars" that represent how much traffic there is 
expected to be in a specific sector during a specific time, see Figure 5 below. This serves as a 
basis for decision making on whether the traffic load is high enough for splitting sectors or 
low enough to merge sectors. 
 

 
Figure 5. “Bars” - workload forecaster used in Sweden. The x-axis represents the specific time and 
the y-axis represents amount of aircraft in the specific sector. The yellow line indicates a static value 
when it is advised to split the sector. The orange line is fixed and states the sector capacity which 
should not be exceeded. The dark blue bars show the number of flight plans activated in the system 
and the turquoise bars indicate the number of expected aircraft.2 
 

The “Bars” are very useful when looking for the number of aircraft in the sector. However, 
they do not describe aircraft position, how they operate or their intentions. In other words, the 
“Bars” give a hint about the expected workload but not more than that. 

 

 

                                                 
1 Wade, Keith; Staff Specialist for the Operations and Support Department, Miami, FL. Interview November 
18th, 2014. 
2 Bergdahl, Annika; Watch Supervisor/FMP, ATCC Malmö. E-mail December 6th, 2014. 
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4.2 The future: Dynamic Density 

Kopardekar et al. (2002) describe how a collaboration including the FAA, NASA, and Metron 
Aviation, during 1999, started to develop what today is called Dynamic Density (DD). The 
research has been divided into three phases, according to Kopardekar et al. (2009). Phase one 
and two mainly consisted of identifying contributing factors and collecting large amount of 
subjectively assessments of these factors. Phase three involves analysis of data obtained from 
the previous stages. 

A mix of all the organizations’ opinions has proven to be the best performing DD model. Data 
that has been evaluated derives mainly from en route traffic (Kopardekar et al., 2002). 
Dynamic Density is a proposed metric including traffic density and complexity. Laudeman et 
al. (1998) point out DD as a way to estimate the actually perceived workload when the 
collected values represent the amount of work but also its complexity. Kopardekar et al. 
(2009) state that the Dynamic Density derives from the controller’s subjective workload. 

The goal is to measure complexity accurately, both forecasts and real-time, using radar track 
data, flight plans, and weather information. Dynamic Density is a weighted linear function 
that is developed and validated through operational air traffic controllers (Laudeman et al., 
1998). DD offers an even greater objective way to measure the current traffic situation 
comparing to static MAP values. This gives a better opportunity to obtain perceived workload 
and the ability to redirect incoming traffic better (Kopardekar et al., 2002). 

The general DD formula (Laudeman et al., 1998) is: 

経経 =  ∑ 激�劇系� + 劇経 + 系荊�
�=怠  

where 劇系  is the traffic complexity factor 

 激 is the factor weighting 

 �  is the number of traffic complexity factors 

 劇経 is the traffic density 

 系荊 is the air traffic controller intent 

DD uses the Traffic Density (TD) and Traffic Complexity (TC) to quantify the observed 
changes that can be read out from the radar data. 

According to Laudeman et al. (1998), the main difficulty in the DD model lies within the 
Controllers Intent (CI), since the radar data only represents actions and not the intent of these. 
There are many different solutions to the same problem in an air traffic environment. 
However, there are always specific reasons why an air traffic controller acts in a certain way. 
The various solutions create different effects on surrounding traffic. 
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The CI value is exceptionally difficult to assess. It would be necessary to analyse and 
interview the air traffic controller about his/her behaviour and intention in real-time to 
produce a credible and accurate CI value. This is an unrealistic approach since it would 
interfere and manipulate the data collected. The process would be too demanding for the 
controller. (Laudeman et al., 1998)  
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5 RESULTS 

This chapter presents the variables used in the formulas. Furthermore, the chapter presents the 
outcome of the interviews, and at last; the results of the formulas are presented. 

5.1 Variables 

The variables were extracted from the scenario material based on the selected identified 
factors in subchapter 1.5. Additionally, custom variables, that are relevant only to an approach 
environment, were made and added, according to the ATCOs’ thoughts, since the variables in 
subchapter 1.5 generally are made to suit an en route environment, see 

 Table 3 below. 

 Table 3. Variables in formula #1. 

                                                 
1 Established aircraft closer than 6NM to TD are considered transferred to TWR and are not included. 
2 Wake turbulence category. 
3 In this study, B752 is classified as heavy. 

Variable Description 

Landing aircraft within 5NM (AC5) 
Landing aircraft within 5NM from 10NM final, 
regardless of sector boundaries.1 

Landing aircraft within 7.5NM (AC7.5) 
Landing aircraft within 7.5NM from 10NM final, 
regardless of sector boundaries.1 

Landing aircraft within 10NM (AC10) 
Landing aircraft within 10NM from 10NM final, 
regardless of sector boundaries.1 

Landing aircraft within 15NM (AC15) 
Landing aircraft within 15NM from 10NM final, 
regardless of sector boundaries.1 

Landing aircraft within 20NM (AC20) 
Landing aircraft within 20NM from 10NM final, 
regardless of sector boundaries.1 

Landing aircraft within 25NM (AC25) 
Landing aircraft within 25NM from 10NM final, 
regardless of sector boundaries.1 

Landing aircraft within 30NM (AC30) 
Landing aircraft within 30NM from 10NM final, 
regardless of sector boundaries.1 

Landing aircraft within 35NM (AC35) 
Landing aircraft within 35NM from 10NM final, 
regardless of sector boundaries.1 

Unusual or emergency events (U) Restriction of airspace or tower restrictions. 

Mix of wake turbulence categories (W) 

The ratio of the amount of aircraft of the most 
common WTC2 and the amount of aircraft of all 
other WTCs2. Aircraft inside the sector 
boundaries are counted. Additionally, all aircraft 
on final are counted.3 
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2 Wake turbulence category. 
3 In this study, B752 is classified as heavy. 

According to the ATCOs, every TMA has a prominent part of more importance than the rest 
of the airspace; the final approach track. During a flight’s path to final approach, it flies 
through different "phases" of complexity and depending on how far from the final approach 
the aircraft is, it needs a different amount of attention. Furthermore, it is common to control 
the airplane towards 10NM final (10NM from threshold), and turn the aircraft on final when it 
approaches the centre line. For this reason, formula #1 and formula #2 have been made with 
10NM final as the reference point for distance measuring, see Figure 6 below. By having a 
formula with different variables depending on the distance, as shown in Table 3 above, the 
formula can reveal the significance of various range positions. 

 
Figure 6. Scenario B1 with circles representing different distances from 10NM final. The first five 
(coloured) radiuses correspond to 5, 7.5, 10, 15 and 20NM from 10NM final. The other three 
(uncoloured) circles correspond to 25, 30 and 35NM from 10NM final. 

An air traffic controller in an arrival TMA sector must always pay attention to the area around 
10NM final, particularly when there are many arrivals in the sector. Through the aircraft’s 
path towards final, it is sequenced among other aircraft by speed control, delaying turns or 
both. Forgetting a final turn leads to a delay of that aircraft, which can have consequences on 

Heavy aircraft (H) 
Amount of aircraft classified as WTC2 heavy or 
superheavy.3 

Overflights (O) 
Amount of aircraft not departing from/arriving to 
aerodromes inside of the TMA. 
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all trailing aircraft in the sequence. Thus, this becomes a domino effect where many aircraft 
need to be delayed. Delaying aircraft by speed control, however, is rarely enough at a late 
stage, which means that the air traffic controller needs to delay traffic by vectoring; requiring 
many transmissions and a large amount of the air traffic controller’s capacity. 

5.2 ATCO interviews 

The controllers’ ranking of the scenarios is presented in section 5.2.1, and their thoughts are 
described in section 5.2.2. 

5.2.1 Ranking of scenarios 

The controllers’ rankings and the relative ranking averages are listed in Table 4 and Table 5 
below, with number one as the least complex scenario and ten as the most complex scenario. 
 

Table 4. Five controllers’ rankings of scenarios A1-A10 and the relative ranking average. 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

ATCO1 A9 A1 A6 A2 A5 A4 A8 A10 A7 A3 

ATCO2 A6 A9 A2 A1 A5 A8 A4 A10 A3 A7 

ATCO3 A6 A9 A1 A4 A5 A2 A8 A3, A7, A101 

ATCO4 A6 A9 A2 A5 A7 A8 A1 A4 A3 A10 

ATCO5 A6 A2 A9 A1 R8 A5 A4 A7 A10 A3 

Average A6 A9 A2 A1 A5 A8 A4 A7 A10 A3 
1 ATCO3 could not decide which of scenario A3, A7 and A10 was most difficult. Therefore, the scenarios are rated as an 
average of their relative position. 

 

Table 5. Five controllers’ rankings of scenarios B1-B10 and the relative ranking average. 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

ATCO6 B4 B9 B1 B10 B6 B8 B7 B5 B3 B2 

ATCO7 B10 B1 B4 B8 B9 B3 B2 B7 B6 B5 

ATCO8 B4 B1 B10 B7 B8 B3 B2 B9 B6 B5 

ATCO9 B10 B4 B1 B3 B8 B9 B7 B6 B5 B2 

ATCO10 B10 B1 B4 B9 B8 B3 B6 B5 B7 B2 

Average B4, B102 B1 B8, B92 B3 B7 B6 B2 B5 
2 The relative ranking average of these scenarios was the same, and therefore, they share positions. 
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5.2.2 Comments on the scenarios’ complexity and workload 

The scenario images referred to in this section can be found in appendix B, and their rankings 
are listed in Table 4 and Table 5 in section 5.2.1. 

The controllers are affected mentally by conflicts and depending on how it is solved, the 
mental factor vary in importance. According to the controllers, the succeeding work is easier 
with a resolute and good solution. A tedious solution limits the controller’s ability to work 
efficiently, leaving the controller with an increased risk of high mental barriers in continued 
work. 

Conflicts and situations that require significant interaction increase the complexity of the 
whole traffic image. These events are often unexpected, which, according to a predominantly 
part of the respondents, increase complexity even further. 

According to all air traffic controllers, scenario A5 is considered to have a medium/low level 
of complexity and workload. It would require some traffic restructuring with only minor 
delays as a result. 

Some controllers mentioned situations requiring extra coordination as a factor of increasing 
complexity. Furthermore, they argued that the coordination part of unusual situations is in the 
lower range of influence. 

Scenarios A6, B4 and B10 were considered having a distinctively low complexity because the 
traffic represented the controllers’ everyday work the best. 

Scenario A10 was in the upper range of complexity level. In this scenario, an unstable aircraft 
without proper functionality inhibits the ATCO’s controlling ability, leading to a need for 
priority attention. However, one controller mentioned he felt well prepared for similar 
situations thanks to prior simulation training. 

The air traffic controllers agreed that the lack of ability to control an aircraft increases 
complexity and workload, i.e. the radio communication failure in scenario A3. There are 
procedures for the pilots to follow under these circumstances. In reality, however; the air 
traffic controllers cannot blindly rely on the pilots to comply with these procedures. 
Therefore, the interviewed controllers emphasized the necessity to restructure the traffic and 
keep other aircraft well away. 

Scenario B3 includes a hospital flight (HOSP) requiring priority. One controller believed 
there would be sufficient time to land many aircraft without delaying the HOSP. According to 
the same controller, this results in only small delays for the subsequent aircraft. 

Predominantly, the interviewees mentioned that a mix of different types of aircraft could be a 
difficulty in larger quantities. Different aircraft sizes require different spacing between each 
other on final approach due wake turbulence. Therefore, the total separation on final becomes 
longer, which leads to fewer landed aircraft per time unit. 
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5.3 Formulas 

The figures and content of all tables in this subchapter were acquired by applying the 
observation and scenario data into SPSS Statistics (IBM, 2009-). 

5.3.1 Formula #1 

The initial regression analysis contained all parameters seen in Table 3. A couple of negative 
B-values (weights) were generated, see  

Table 7. This was not acceptable because of the assumptions based on interviews with air 
traffic controllers (presented in section 5.2.2) and literature studies. All complexity parameters 
have to be of a positive nature due to its assumed complexity enhancing properties. This 
regression showed R2 = 0.693. 

At the first regression, AC5, AC7.5, AC30 and O were identified as constants since all extracted 
values of the parameters were identical. All basic requirements were not met, and the 
regression gave the probability-probability (P-P) plot its looks in Figure 7.  

 

 

 

Table 6 shows collinearity statistics for formula #1. 

  

Figure 7. Normal P-P plot of regression 
residual for all variables stated in 
subchapter 5.1. (IBM, 2009-) 
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Table 6. Tolerance and VIF values for formula #1. 

 Tolerance VIF 

AC10 0.436 2.294 

AC15 0.138 7.265 

AC20 0.143 6.991 

AC25 0.583 1.716 

U 0.339 2.948 

H 0.347 2.883 

W 0.471 2.125 
 

Table 7. B-values (unstandardised coefficients, referred to as weights) for formula #1. 

 B 

(Constant) -9.365 

AC10 2.312 

AC15 -1.654 

AC20 3.590 

AC25 -2.381 

U 4.931 

H 0.495 

W 9.307 
 

Additional regressions with modifications were made in order to try the possibility of 
improving the result. An adjustment that met the rule of thumb, according to Peduzzi et al. 
(1996), was made by reducing the number of parameters. The outcome of the parameter 
reduction can be found in section 5.3.2. 

5.3.2 Formula #2 

Four parameters were kept in the later developed model; AC20, W, U, and H (see Table 3). A 
new formula emerged where all B values were positive. Based on Cook’s distance (Bollen et 
al., 1990), one observation for this regression was identified as a residual since it had a value 
of 0.140. This was the only observation having a value above the threshold value of 0.080. 
Therefore, the residual observation was removed from the data set. 

Figure 8 shows the expected outcome (fitted line) of the final regression. 
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The final regression showed R2 = 0.580. Table 8 below presents the tolerance value and the 
variation inflation factor (VIF) for the final regression. 

Table 8. Tolerance and VIF values for formula #2. 

 Tolerance VIF 

AC20 .491 2.037 

W .539 1.854 

U .442 2.263 

H .412 2.427 
 

Table 9 shows Pearson’s R correlation (Freund et al., 2006) and significance of the parameters 
in formula #2. 

Table 9. Pearson’s R correlation and significance for formula #2. TC stands for traffic complexity. 

  TC 

TC 
Pearson Correlation 1 

Sig. (2-tailed)  

W 
Pearson Correlation .333 

Sig. (2-tailed) .019 

H 
Pearson Correlation -.038 

Sig. (2-tailed) .796 

U 
Pearson Correlation .338 

Sig. (2-tailed) .018 

AC20 
Pearson Correlation .452 

Sig. (2-tailed) .001 
 

Figure 8. Normal P-P plot of regression 
residual for parameters AC20, W, U and 
H, stated in 5.1. (IBM, 2009-) 
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Table 10 below shows the B-values for formula #2. The values are used to calculate scenario 
complexity. 

Table 10. B-values (unstandardised coefficients, referred to as weights) for formula #2. 

 B 

(Constant) -6.985 

AC20 1.070 

W 7.709 

U 4.980 

H .234 
 

According to the results in Table 10 above, the equation for model #2 is as follows: 劇��繋繋荊系 系頚警鶏詣継隙荊劇桁 岫劇系岻 = な.どば�系態待 + ば.ばどひ激 + ね.ひぱ戟 + ど.にぬね茎 − は.ひぱの 
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6 ANALYSIS 

The data amount (number of observations) of the study is relatively small, and the rule of 
thumb (Peduzzi et al., 1996) of approximately 10-15 observations per parameter amount is not 
met. Therefore, other model reliability indications were necessary. To reduce the amount of 
parameters, AC5, AC7.5, AC10, AC15, and AC20 were merged. The new AC20 parameter used in 
the formula is interesting as it is somewhere inside of 20NM radius (see Figure 6) the final 
sequence decision is made. Outside of this radius, it is unusual to have a definitive sequence 
plan, according to the ATCOs. 

By discounting the residual observation as Cook’s distance identified, deceptive values were 
removed that had a significant effect, given the relatively small amount of data. Furthermore, 
Figure 7 and Figure 8 clearly display evidence of linear relationships, since the outcomes 
(plots) follow the fitted line. Figure 8 shows the effects of the adjustments described in section 
5.3.2 as there is a closer relation between the observations and the fitted line compared to the 
original P-P plot in Figure 7. This indicates that the model will predict a complexity value 
which corresponds to the reference group’s values more accurately. 

Table 8 shows that the parameters are below 10 VIF units, which, according to Hair et al. 
(1995), indicates a reduced risk of multicollinearity. In the same table, values that are far 
above the recommended value of at least 0.1 according to Tabachnick et al. (2001), are 
presented. The VIF and the tolerance level together indicate a low risk of multicollinearity. 

Pearson’s R matrix displays that the independent parameters correlation with traffic 
complexity is medium strong. Table 9 confirms that AC20 correlates with traffic complexity 
the best. As Pearson’s correlation is 0.452 and the significance value ≤ 0.05 (Aharoni et al., 
2013), it is positive to say that the null hypothesis (H0) is rejected (Li et al., 2014). Even 
though U and W have a weaker Pearson’s value than AC20, it can be argued that H0 is rejected 
for these parameters as well. 

For the parameter H, however; the correlation shows a number very close to 0 and a very high 
significance in Pearson’s R matrix, see Table 9. This combination shows that the correlation is 
misrepresented, which most likely means that this parameter has a slight influence on the 
complexity. The low complexity influence for the parameter H can be seen in its small weight 
in Table 10 as well. For this parameter, the null hypothesis (H0) is not rejected (Li et al., 
2014). 

The unusual events are a bit misleading since the requirement of a reduced number of 
parameters (Peduzzi, 1996) required merging of variables over different categories. This can 
have different demands on attention and interaction. There is a deviation since the weight of 
simple pilot requests are considered to be the same as emergency situations with engine 
failure. 
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The results show that formula #2 performs better than aircraft count in all of the three 
different test criteria (see Table 11, Table 12 and Table 13). The formulas’ result naturally 
increased when the standard deviation was allowed to be larger. It is interesting that the 
aircraft count seems to stagnate during these criteria. Allowing ± 2 position movements, 
formula #2 was able to match 93.33% of the scenarios while the aircraft count ends up with 
50%. Table 13 below reveals aircraft count’s inherent restriction as there are only two 
scenarios that are uniquely positioned. The six scenarios that have the same value are 
indistinguishable which gives bad scores to more than half of the sample data. 

Table 11. Formulas compared for exact match. A scenario written in blue means a match. A scenario 
in green means that the ranking was close to a match. 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total match 

ATCO B4, B10 B1 B8, B9 B3 B7 B6 B2 B5  

Formula #2 B10 B4 B8 B1 B7 B9 B2 B3, B5, B6 26.67% 
Aircraft 

count B10 B4, B8 B1, B3, B5, B6, B7, B9 B2 21.67% 

 

Table 12. Formulas compared with standard deviation 1. A scenario written in blue means a match. A 
scenario in green means that the ranking was close to a match. 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total match 

ATCO B4, B10 B1 B8, B9 B3 B7 B6 B2 B5  

Formula #2 B10 B4 B8 B1 B7 B9 B2 B3, B5, B6 56.67% 

Aircraft count B10 B4, B8 B1, B3, B5, B6, B7, B9 B2 45.00% 

 

Table 13. Formulas compared with standard deviation 2. A scenario written in blue means a match. A 
scenario in green means that the ranking was close to a match. 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total match 

ATCO B4, B10 B1 B8, B9 B3 B7 B6 B2 B5  

Formula #2 B10 B4 B8 B1 B7 B9 B2 B3, B5, B6 93.33% 

Aircraft count B10 B4, B8 B1, B3, B5, B6, B7, B9 B2 50.00% 

 

Number of aircraft proved not necessarily having a direct link to the complexity. This can be 
seen in Figure 10 and Figure 9 below where scenario A5 is ranked as more complex than A9 
(see Table 4), although scenario A9 has more aircraft in the sector than A5, when not counting 
aircraft established on final (see Appendix C). 
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6.1 Conclusions 

Through literature studies and interviews with ATCOs, complexity factors regarding the 
operational division of air traffic control management have been identified and defined. 
Furthermore, four variables; mix of wake turbulence categories, unusual events, number of 
heavy or superheavy aircraft in the sector, and the number of aircraft inside of a 20NM radius 
from the 10NM final have been identified as significant contributors of elevated traffic 
complexity in an approach environment. 

A formula has been created and through multiple linear regression analysis been optimized to 
predict a random traffic image's complexity better. The formula generated better results 
compared to another method; “Bars” (aircraft count), used in Sweden. With a good level of 
certainty, the analysis states that the rejection of H0 is true for the independent variables W, U 
and AC20 meaning that a true relationship was found with the dependent variable Traffic 
Complexity. 

The lack of quantity data retains a degree of reliability issues to the created formula. However, 
with an accepted level of standard deviation, the formula corresponded well with the 
interviewed air traffic controllers’ view.  

Figure 9. Scenario A5. SAS009 is going 
around, since it’s too close to preceding. 

Figure 10. Scenario A9. 
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7 DISCUSSION 

The Swedish “Bars” were used instead of the MAP as a reference because the MAP is based 
on time intervals. The one limit with snapshot images is the lack of time perspective. It would 
be guessing to estimate how long an aircraft remains in a sector. 

A concern for the creation of the model was the few observations. It would not be interesting 
to use an air traffic controller who does not work in a proper approach environment since the 
controller would not fully understand its unique factors. Rather than choosing from a large 
pool of different values, small but accurate data samples are preferred. The only ATCOs 
working with a large quantity of approach traffic are those who are working in the Stockholm 
ATCC TMA unit. A limited number of individuals fitting these requirements is an obvious 
factor to the incertitude of the formulas created. 

A large database would most certainly have more substantial variation, and give the formulas 
a better chance to define different levels of complexity. Comparing formula #2 with the air 
traffic controllers’ view with a larger data quantity would likely decrease the matching rate of 
formula #2. Formula #1 is likely to benefit from a greater dataset as the rule of thumb will be 
fulfilled, and the formula’s relatively sensitive parameters would obtain the necessary 
evidence. 
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APPENDIX A 

The complete list of complexity variables. 
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Aircraft that have to be handed off vertically       

Aircraft that must be handed off to a terminal       

Climbing and descending aircraft       

Frequency congestion       

Mean aircraft separation       

Mix of aircraft type       

Number of intersecting airways       

Number of military flights       

Pop up aircraft       

Presence of restricted airspace       

Proximity of sector boundary       

Sector area       

Sector flow organization       

Sector shape       

Time between conflict detection and resolution       

Co-ordination with other controllers       

Handoff       

Pilot requests       

Point out (i.e. identifying a conflict or situation to another ATCO)       

Preventing a crossing conflict       

Preventing an overtake conflict       

Traffic restructuring (i.e. rerouting)       

Altitude change       

Conflict predicted 0-25nm       

Conflict predicted 25-40nm       

Conflict predicted 40-70nm       

Heading Change       

Minimum Distance 10nm       

Minimum Distance 5nm       

Speed Change       
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Average instantaneous count       

Average navigational speed       

Bi-directional concentration       

Climb-cruise-descent profile       

Climb-cruise-flight profile       

Continuous climb profile       

Continuous cruise profile       

Continuous descent profile       

Cruise-descent flight profile       

Difference in upper and lower FLs       

Flights entering from another ATC unit       

Flights entering from same ATC unit       

Flights entering in climb       

Flights entering in cruise       

Flights entering in descent       

Flights exiting in climb       

Flights exiting in cruise       

Flights exiting in descent       

Flights exiting to another ATC unit       

Flights exiting to same ATC unit       

Flights in busiest 30 minutes       

Geographical concentration of flights       

Mean distance travelled       

Mean flight time       

Total climb flight time       

Total cruise flight time       

Total descent flight time       

Vertical concentration       

Average minimum horizontal distance between aircraft       

Average minimum vertical distance between aircraft       

Average time-to-go to conflict       

Average weighted horizontal distance between aircraft       

Average weighted vertical distance between aircraft       

Groundspeed variation between aircraft       

Groundspeed variation, proportionate to airspace groundspeed       

Minimum horizontal separation for an aircraft pair       

Number of aircraft within conflict timeframe       

Number of climbing aircraft, proportional to the historical max.       

Number of desc. aircraft, proportional to the historical maximum       

Number of level aircraft, proportional to the historical maximum       

Smallest time-to-go to conflict       
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The total conflict resolution difficulty based on time-to-go       

Traffic density, proportional to historical max. for that airspace       

Aircraft performance differences      
ATC procedures      
Controller fatigue      
Emergency operations      
Equipment distractions (e.g. altitude alarms)      
On-the-job training      
Other distractions (not ATC related)      
Overflights      
Pilot’s weak mastery of English      
Special flights (e.g., medical flights, helicopters, etc.)      
Traffic volume      
Unfamiliar pilots      
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Scenario Legend 

KLM463 SA  A388 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H010 

Control zone (CTR) 

TMA boundary 

Sector boundary 
inside of TMA 

Runway touch down 

Centre line indicating 
10NM from touch down 

Aircraft position 

History trails showing the 
three previous positions, 
separated by 6 seconds 

(one radar swipe) 

Actual flight level 

Cleared flight level 

Direction of 
vertical movement 

Heading 

Ground speed 

Aircraft type 

Callsign 

Next frequency 

Sigtuna noise 
restriction area 
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A1 

KLM463 SA  A388 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H010 

SCW479  SA  B775 

112  ↓    N321 

100    H025 

DLH9PM   B763 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H100 

TAP101  SA  A343 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

NOW025H  SA  A310 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

SAS007  SA  B772 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

BER124  SA  A333 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B763 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

NAX455  SA  B763 

102  ↓    N297 

100    H340 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N387 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B744 

112  ↓    N354 

100    H340 
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4756  
A50   N258 

 

A2 

KLM463 SA  A340 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H010 

SCW479  SA  JS32 

112  ↓    N258 

100    H025 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 
TAP101  SA  B738 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

NAX455  SA  B738 

102  ↓    N258 

100    H340 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 

 

Information 

 

4756: Unknown aircraft calling. 
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A3 

KLM463 SA  A340 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H010 

SCW479  SA  JS32 

112  ↓    N258 

100    H025 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H100 

TAP101  SA  B738 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

COMM FAIL 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

NAX455  SA  B738 

102  ↓    N258 

100    H340 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 
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A4 

KLM463 SA  A330 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H010 

SCW479  SA  JS32 

112  ↓    N258 

100    H025 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H100 

TAP101  SA  F50 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

NOW025H  SA  B744 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

SELAN  SA  C172 

072  ↓    N228 

070    H200 

SCW188  SA  F50 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA A380 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

SELIG  SA  P28A 

102  ↓    N221 

100    H340 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 
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SCW976  SA  F50 

A10  ↓    N124 

A25    H260 

KLM463 SA  A340 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H010 

SCW479  SA  JS32 

112  ↓    N258 

100    H025 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H100 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N164 

A25    H260 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

NAX455  SA  B738 

102  ↓    N258 

100    H340 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 

 

Information 

 

SAS009: Going around, too close to preceding. 

A5 
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LNAFN    PA31 

A45     N133 

A45    H110 

SEGOA   P28A 

A21  ↓   N92 

A15   H125 

7000 

A15   N112 

SCW479  SA  JS32 

112  ↓    N258 

100    H025 

NAX455  SA  B738 

102  ↓    N258 

100    H340 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 

 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

A6 

Information 

 

LNAFN and SEGOA: VFR traffic. 
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FCM724   W  F50 

100      N258 

100    H260 

FIN28U  SA  A319 

108  ↓    N271 

100    H110 

KLM463 SA  A340 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H010 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H100 

TAP101  SA  B738 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 

 

A7 
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Information 

 

BAW7210: Requesting diversion to ESSA due company 
order. 

A8 

KLM463 SA  A340 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H010 

SCW479  SA  JS32 

112  ↓    N258 

100    H025 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H100 

TAP101  SA  B738 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

NAX455  SA  B738 

102  ↓    N258 

100    H340 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 
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KLM463 SA  A340 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H010 

SCW479  SA  JS32 

112  ↓    N258 

A50    H025 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H100 

TAP101  SA  B738 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

NAX455  SA  B738 

102  ↓    N258 

100    H340 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 

 

A9 
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KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H100 

TAP101  SA  B738 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

SCW129  W  RJ1H 

70  ↓    N236 

A50    H185 

NAX455  SA  B738 

102  ↓    N258 

100    H340 

SVF001  SA C130 

103  ↓    N228 

100    H040 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

EMERG 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 

 DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

Information 

 

DLH9PM: Engine failure. Decleared emergency 20s ago. 

A10 
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B1 

KLM463 SA  A340 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H010 

SCW479  SA  JS32 

112  ↓    N258 

100    H025 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H100 

TAP101  SA  B738 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

NAX455  SA  B738 

102  ↓    N258 

100    H340 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 
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BAW852  SA  A330 

110  ↓    N279 

100    H025 

DAF026  SA  MU2 

095  ↓    N268 

090   H050 

FIN225  SA  A320 

102  ↓    N271 

090    H155 

B2 

KLM463 SA  A340 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H010 

SCW479  SA  JS32 

112  ↓    N279 

100    H025 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H100 

TAP101  SA  B738 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

NAX455  SA  B738 

099 ↓    N278 

080    H340 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 
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B3 

KLM463 SA  A340 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H010 

HOSP 

DFL009   SA  LJ35 

112  ↓    N258 

100    H025 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H100 

TAP101  SA  B738 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

NAX455  SA  B738 

102  ↓    N258 

100    H340 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 
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B4 

TAP101  SA  B738 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

KLM463 SA  A340 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H010 

SCW479  SA  JS32 

112  ↓    N258 

100    H025 

NAX455  SA  B738 

102  ↓    N258 

100    H340 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 
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B5 

Information 

 

ESSA TWR requests 3 x 8 NM arrival gaps, starting after 
BER124. 

KLM463 SA  A340 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H010 

SCW479  SA  JS32 

112  ↓    N258 

100    H025 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H100 

TAP101  SA  B738 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

NAX455  SA  B738 

102  ↓    N258 

100    H340 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 
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B6 

Information 

 

ESSA TWR requests 4min gap after BER124. 

KLM463 SA  A340 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H010 

SCW479  SA  JS32 

112  ↓    N258 

100    H025 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H100 

TAP101  SA  B738 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

NAX455  SA  B738 

102  ↓    N258 

100    H340 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 
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B7 

SEOSN SA  PA46 

081 ↓    N219 

070   H010 

SCW479  SA  JS32 

112  ↓    N268 

100    H025 

DLH9PM   MU2 

082  ↓    N251 

080    H100 

SERAD  SA  F50 

A50     N233 

A50    H100 

LNIID  SA  C172 

A31 ↓    N131 

A25    H170 

SECXL  SA  PA31 

A20  ↓  N109 

A25    H260 

NOW025H  SA  F100 

097  ↓    N271 

080    H155 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

BER124  SA  H25B 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

SETYI SA P28A 

A25    N119 

A25    H260 

SEHKJ  W  C402 

100    N207 

100   H180 

SESJT  SA  C172 

102  ↓    N228 

100    H340 

DLH474Q  F50 

138  ↓    N274 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N354 

100    H340 
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TAP101  SA  B738 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H200 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

105  ↓    N268 

100   H200 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

NAX455  SA  B738 

102  ↓    N258 

100    H340 

KLM463 SA  A340 

081 ↓    N261 

070   H340 

SCW479  SA  JS32 

118  ↓    N258 

100    H025 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 

 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 
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B9 

DLH474Q  B752 

138  ↓    N317 

100    H010 

 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 

 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

SAS007  SA  A321 

072  ↓    N258 

070    H200 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

TAP101  SA  B738 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

SCW479  SA  JS32 

112  ↓    N258 

100    60 KLM463 SA  A340 

094 ↓    N261 

090  H010 

NAX455  SA  B738 

089  ↓    N258 

080    H350 

KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H100 

NOW025H  SA  A320 

097  ↓    N268 

080    H155 
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JAL088   A340 

112  ↓    N298 

100    H195 

BLF203    A319 

072  ↓    N295 

100    H210 

SAS011  SA  A319 

112  ↓    N266 

090    H035 

DLH5EH   B738 

128  ↓    N288 

070    H050 

EGY781    A340 

113  ↓    N258 

100    H320 

KLM360  SA  B752 

A50     N248 

A50    H100 

TAP101  SA  B738 

A31 ↓    N218 

A25    H170 

SAS009  SA  A319 

A20  ↓  N194 

A25    H260 

BER124  SA  B733 

A40    N224 

A40    H340 

DAL036L SA B738 

A25    N204 

A25    H260 

BAW7210  W  A319 

100    N297 

100   H180 

TOM348  B733 

112  ↓    N254 

100    H340 

 

DLH9PM   CRJ9 

082  ↓    N298 

080    H100 

B10 
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 AC10
1 AC15 AC20 AC25 AC30 U H WTC NO.2 

A1 3 2 2 1 2  8 0,111 9 

A2 3 1 2 2 2 1 1 0,142 8 

A3 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 0,222 9 

A4 3 2 2 1 2  4 0,556 9 

A5 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 0,250 8 

A6 2  1 1 2 1  0,000 8 

A7 3 2 2  2 1 2 0,250 9 

A8 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 0,222 9 

A9 3 2 2 1 2  2 0,222 9 

A10 3 1 2 1 2 1 1 0,125 9 

B1 3 2 2 1 2  2 0,222 9 

B2 3 2 3 3 2  3 0,333 12 

B3 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 0,222 9 

B4 2 2 1 2 2  1 0,125 8 

B5 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 0,222 9 

B6 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 0,222 9 

B7 3 2 2 1 2   0,444 9 

B8 3 1 2 1 4  2 0,250 8 

B9 3 1 5  1  2 0,222 9 

B10 3 1   1  1 0,200 5 

1 Due repetitive values of AC5 and AC7.5, these were added into AC10. 
2 Number of aircraft inside of airspace. Aircraft established on final are considered transfer-
red to the tower and are not included. 

APPENDIX C 

Extracted data from scenarios. 


